the difference between ordinary and extraordinary is just (a little bit) extra
2.009 Product engineering processes

technical review

reset and get onto the same page
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coming up

tutorial

5 PM in Papplardo, UI design

feedback

team-specific comments from me are on the website today through 5 PM Saturday
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coming up

design review on Monday

  schedule online

other items

  peer review 3, team review B
  tech review timesheet, notebook reflection
  digital notebook only next week (before the holiday)
  schedule a set discussion time on Tuesday
place backpacks by the columns out of sight
(don’t forget your phone & earbuds)

gather with your teams on the steps, wearing hard hats & pom poms

please cheer when instructed!

i) entire class on steps
ii) each team cheering in isolation
iii) a special activity. hmmm
iv) entire class charging from lobby 10 steps to memorial drive
2.009 Product engineering processes that special activity 

a human LCD!
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that special activity
there’s a grid on Killian – pick a spot, please don’t leave gaps

you’ll see a QR code & web address – get the audio file, and put in your earbuds. Put your volume up!

countdown – 3, 2, 1, GO! (press start on the audio file)

audio cues will instruct you from there
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plan for Killian

place backpacks by the columns out of sight
(don’t forget your phone & earbuds)

gather with your teams on the steps, wearing hard hats & pom poms

i) entire class on steps
ii) each team cheering in isolation
iii) 2009 LCD
iv) entire class charging from lobby 10 steps to memorial drive
Now off to Killian!